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! Why three families of Quarks & Leptons? 

! Why parity is not conserved in our world? 

! Why our living space-time is 4-
dimensional?  

The Most Mysterious in SM 



! What is the basic building blocks of nature? 

! What is the basic symmetries of nature? 

! What is the origin of CP violation ? 

! What can be the dark matter?  

! How is the stability of proton? 
!                …… 
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! Two of the Most Important Predictions: 

! Symmetry:       SO(32)      /    E8 x E8 

! Dimensions:       10D 



   Top-Down           Bottom-Up    

Theory    Model     
Phen.

    SO(1,9) ! SO(32)



   Standard Model  

  Tested  at the energy scale of  order 100 GeV 

!  Basic building blocks :  Quarks and leptons 
!  Basic symmetries U(1) x SU(2) x SU(3) / SO(1,3) 
!  Basic Forces ： 
        Electromagnetic, Weak and Strong forces, 
        /Gravitational force 
!   Parity  
    Parity non-invariance  (experiment) in 4D;  
    left-handed 



!  Asymptotic freedom         (GWP) 
          SU(3)-  Quark Confinement  
!   Renormalizablity                (TV) 
         Renormalizable theory 

•  Running coupling                 (GQW) 
    Strength of all forces run into the same  
    magnitude  at high energy scales (short dis.) 
•  Grand unification theories  (GUTs) 
  Quark-Lepton Unification: SU(4)xSU(2)xSU(2)  (PS)  
  Minimal grand unification model: SU(5)   (GG) 
  With right-handed Neutrinos:    SO(10)    (G/FM) 



SU(4)!SU(2) ! SU(2) 
 in 4D    Parti-Salam 

SO(10) in 4D 
Georgi-Glashow 

3 Families SO(32)  in 10D 
YLWu 



! Proton decays  
        Rule out minimal SU(5) 
        Strong constraints on SO(10)  

! What symmetry means  in the SM & GUTs 
        Symmetries are introduced to establish the 
        relations among different quantum charges  
        of  quarks and leptons 



!  Symmetries in the standard model  

SU(2)_L:  isospin charges (2) of Q & L 
SU(3)_C:  color charges (3) of quarks  
SO(1,3) :  spin charges (2) + conjugated charges (2) 

!  Symmetry  in GUT SO(10) model:  

 isospin-color charges (5)  + conjugated charges 
(5) 



Treating all quantum charges on the same footing  
Generalized Lorentz symmetry in 14-dimensions  

                          SO(1,3) x SO(10) 

Dimensions = Basic quantum charges of Qs & Ls 

    2 spin + 2 isospin + 3 color charges 
    + conjugated charges (7) 

                   2 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 14  



IDF of Building Blocks ~ Spinor representation  
of 14-dimensions  !  2^7 = 128 

In SM & GUTS  
Symmetries are only among the basic quantum 
charges of building blocks rather than among all 
IDF of basic building blocks 

SO(1,3)xSO(10) is not a maximal symmetry that 
establishes  possible correlations among the 
IDF of quarks and leptons. 



! Simple Hypothesis 

   “All independent degrees of freedom of 
basic building blocks should be treated 
equally on the same footing and 
correlated by a possible maximal 
symmetry in a minimal unified scheme” 

MSMU-hypothesis 



   “Fermions as basic building blocks of 
nature should be Majorana fermions in 
the spinor representation of high 
dimensions which is determined by the 
quantum charges of the basic building 
blocks.” 

   “The chirality of basic building blocks 
should be well-defined when parity is 
considered to be a good symmetry” 



!  The dimensions should allow a spinor 
representation for both Majorana and Weyl 
fermions 

!  The allowed space-time dimensions should be  
      D = 2 + 4n ,      n=1,2, ……  
      D = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, …… 

!  Minimal dimension for a MSMUM is   
         D=14  

!   Basic building blocks: 
    Majorana fermions in the spinor represent. of 

14-Dimensions. 



!  Each family of Majorana fermion has 128=2^7 
independent real degrees of freedom as the 
spinor representation of 14D, which is twice to 
the quarks & leptons in the standard model. 

!  Three families of Majorana fermions requires  
    the Introduction of extra 6 dimensions 
!  Majorana condition in the spinor represent. of 

14+6-dimensions        MSMUM 10D space-time 
with a maximal gauge symmetry for each 
family 

                         G = SO(32)           in 10D 



!  ! － fermionic building block  
     in the spinor representation of 14-Dimensions 

Choosing  
Spinor Structure  

Majorana Condition:    



For the given spinor  
Structure 

         Charge Conjugation Matrix in 14D is found  



   Defining a “Chiral” gamma matrix !_15 in 14-dimensions  

Weyl representation of Majorana Spinors in 14D 

Project Operators 



!             The westward Majorana-Weyl fermion  
contains 64 independent degrees of freedom 
that exactly represent Quarks and Leptons  

    in each family with right-handed neutrino 

!            The eastward Majorana-Weyl fermion 
   may be regarded as mirror particles of WMW 
－Mirroquarks and Mirroleptons 



!  All three families have the same quantum 
charges except their mass hierarchies 

!  Regarding 3-family charges and their 3 
conjugated charges as basic quantum charges, 
it motivates us to introduce extra 6-
dimensions,  

    which is similar to the introduction of 14-
dimensions relating to the spin-isospin-color  
charges (7) and their conjugated charges (7)  



! Majorana Condition in  14-D requires 
that  for the extra dimensions to be  
nontrivial with kinetic term,  the 
corresponding gamma matrices of extra 
dimensions must be antisymmmetric.  

! Only up to six dimensions, there exist six 
antisymmetric gamma matrices which 
satisfy the anticommutation relations.  



! which  shows that the minimal extra 
dimensions are six 



! SO(6) ~ SU(4)  
   The gamma matrices corresponding to 

the spin-family can be represented in a 
complex spinor representation of 10-
dimensional space-time.  

! Denoting        as the fermionic building 
block in the spinor representation of 
(14+6)-dimensions with the Majorana 
condition 

    Construction of  “Bottom-up” Model 



By choosing the 8x128-dimensional spinor representation 
of Majorana fermion in (14+6)-dimensions to have the 
following form 

are fermionic building block in the 
spinor representation of 14-dimensions 
and  satisfy the Majorana condition 

  Spinor Structure 



     For the explicitly given spinor structure of 
Majorana fermions in the (14+6)-D, the charge 
conjugate matrix in (14+6)-D is found to be:  

The twenty gamma matrices in (14+6)-dimensions 
can be explicitly written down 

A = 0,1, ……, 9 ;    I = 1,2, ……, 10 
        a=0,1,2,3;      m=5,6,7,8,9  







! Under the transformation of parity and 
charge conjugation,                transform with 
an opposite  sign    

10D relating to the spin-family charges are different from the 
10D relating to the isospin-color charges.  

 Such a Difference Reflects to a Different Geometry 



Motions and Kinetic Terms 

A = 0,1,……9;        I =1,2,……10 

Identities due to Majorana Conditions: 

Existing kinetic term in 10D relating to spin-family charge 
Total  derivative in 10D relating to isospin-color charges 



Important Observations: 

! Only Spin-family 10D allows to have 
motion with a kinetic term and 
forms a high dimensional space-time 

! While Isospin-color 10D cannot 
realize a motion and becomes an 
intrinsic space 



Maximal Symmetry in 10D Space-time 

                                           SO(1, 9) 
with generators formed by the gamma matrices  



! Maximal Symmetry in 10D Intrinsic Space 
    for 32-dimensional spinor representation 

!                                SO(32) 

with generators formed by the gamma matrices via 
the high-rank antisymmetric tensors 



! Under the charge conjugation and 
parity transformation, the tensors of 
generators  transform as  

which form the Maximal Symmetry in 10D +10D 

                       SO(1,9) ! SO(32) 



!  Lagrangian of MSMUM with a gauge symmetry SO
(32) and generalized Lorentz symmetry SO(1,9) in 
10D space-time for the fermionic building blocks 

which is self-Hermician and the 
covariant derivative is defined as 



! New particles beyond the SM  are 
predicted to exist in the MSMUM SO(32) 

! Parity becomes non-invariant when 
quarks-leptons and mirro-quarks-leptons 
get different 

! CP symmetry must be spontaneously 
broken down due to Majorana condition 



! Proton could be rather stable depending on 
the symmetry breaking patterns of SO(32)  

! The features of 3-family quarks-leptons at the 
low energy will  rely on the compactification 
of 6D internal space 

!   Rich new physical phenomena of MSMUM 
SO(32) are expected at low energies when 
applying for an appropriate compactification 
and symmetry breaking mechanism  



Different Majorana spinor structures            
Different geometries of high dimensions                      
Different physics 

    Choosing spinor structure         identify to quarks & leptons      
                 automatically leads to a unique solution: 

•  Only  10D relating to spin-family charges  becomes   
  a high dimensional space-time with  kinetic term  
•  While 10D relating to isospin-color  charges 
   becomes an intrinsic space without  motions 

Relating Dimensions to the Basic  
Quantum Charges of Building Blocks  



   When extending the principle of MSMU-
hypothesis to the space-time symmetry 

   Maximal space-time symmetry must be  

                    Supersymmetry 

                     SUSY-MSMUM  



  Low Energy Phen.         Compactif. of 6D 
         6D Internal Space relating to three families  

     6D Calabi-Yau manifolds of SU(3) holonomy 

MSMUM with Lorentz Symmetry SO(1,9) 
in 4+6=10D Space-time and Local Gauge 
Symmetry SO(32) in 10D intrinsic space 

           G(10D)  =   SO(32) 

    Type I  & Heterotic String  SO(32) 



  Starting from a simple MSMU hypothesis, 
we arrive at an MSMUM in 10D space-
time relating to the spin-family charges 
with gauge symmetry 

                        SO(32) 

    in 10D intrinsic space relating to the 
isospin-color charges 

    Spin-family                     Isospin-color 
10D Space-time             10D Intrinsic-Space 
      SO(1,9)                             SO(32)   
                             dual ? 




